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Presentation Overview
• Background & Purpose
• Methodology
• Data visualizations
• Point Level
• Segment Level
• Delay Analysis
• Next steps and future research ideas
Background & Purpose
• Utilize a new data set 
• 5 Second Resolution (“breadcrumb”)
• Buses as speed probes
• Build upon previous research
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5-Second Resolution Data
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Route Segment Visualizations
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Urban Streets
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Delay Visualizations
Urban Corridors
Delay over a segment by Distance
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Cumulative Delay over a segment by Distance
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Delay over a segment by Time of Day
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Some Potential Applications
• Buses as probes for traffic conditions
• Applications to PMs along urban arterials, collector streets 
and freeway sections (wherever there are buses running 
on regular routes)
• Complement Bluetooth, cell phone, and stationary sensor 
collection systems
• Compare before and after conditions (e.g. changes in 
roadway design or signal timing, additional crosswalks)
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